Dayum, completely forgot that day, was a crazy day. I’ll be over shortly.
This weather is crazy! Have a wonderful weekend! Teresa
Hi Deb/Heather,

Karen just called me to follow up on this email, and inquired if I had any sensibilities re: when they'd be able to get feedback on this issue/if we'll be able to talk with them today. I told her I would check in with you - I know schedules are crazy and this is something that needs to be run up the chain, but please let me know if you have any thoughts re: timing or anything you'd like me to share with Karen at this point.

Thanks,
Kim
My (very) bad – I saved the wrong file, from an earlier e-mail, to “N” and then sent it to you . . . with a computer = dangerous . . . how embarrassing . . .

Notes are updated in a file with today’s date . . . Someday I’ll explain to you how THAT happened . . .

Sigh!
From: Kimberly L. Sikora Panza  
Sent: Wednesday, March 01, 2017 3:41 PM  
To: Cheryl L. Kane-Piasecki  
Subject: RE: can we move call to 4

because of the “approaching storm” (which, according to radar, has already passed???) Crazy

I’m back online now – why don’t we have this call now instead of putting it off until tomorrow (I’m able to come up for air w/ my nom reports, and never sure how long that will last!)
Hi Cheryl,
I’m not an expert in 508 compliance; however, I know enough to be dangerous. 😊 Sure, I’ll be happy to participate! Can you send me a link or tell me where I can find the guide?

Thanks,
Ren
We’re going to need to add a chapter to The Sophist. This is crazy and a little dangerous.
Hey Patrick—

Thanks! Just fyi this week is also going to be crazy for me. I am hoping to be downtown on Thursday. I may have to be out on Friday, as well because [b][6]

Re the small agency training—do we want to offer up our time to deliver a few sessions?
Hey Rachel—

I spoke with Seth last evening about the HHS gig. I totally expected a declination as I know how crazy your world is these days!!

I was wondering (if you have a few moments) if you’d be willing to share with me the materials you used for your portion of the presentation at the Summit. I understand someone from the WH co-presented with you.

I’m not truly keen on volunteering myself for even the 207(c) portion of this because I suspect they will have Pledge questions along with 207 concerns and I do not want to put myself on that hook.

Nevertheless, before I give Mary a firm “no” I thought I should at least consider whether I might be able to assist.

Thanks Rachel.

Cheryl
That sounds like a plan.

No word on the Pledge.

Admin process is crazy. It is easy though.
Dear Colleagues,

The presence of malicious code, including ransomware, is rising worldwide. I have noticed more spam in my OGE mailbox.

I also received a call from Jamaica on my personal phone yesterday informing me that I’ve won millions and a 2017 Mercedes (insured by State Farm) in a recent PCH sweepstakes. (I will remain calm until the money is deposited into my checking account. Then I will go crazy!) SMH

**How to handle spam and/or suspicious email**

If you receive email that you consider to be spam or potentially malicious, please forward a copy of the suspected email as an attachment to Non-Responsive Network Info. **IMPORTANT:** Simply forwarding a message does not keep the original message headers, which makes the submission unsuitable for analysis. You must forward the suspected email as an attachment.

To “forward as attachment,” open the email and click the “more” icon, and then select “forward as attachment.” (See below.)

Remember, “If it looks suspicious, it might be malicious.”

Be aware. Be alert. Be safe in cyberspace.

Best regards,

Ty Cooper
Ty Cooper, CISSP, CSCP
Chief Information Officer
US Office of Government Ethics
1201 New York Avenue NW, Suite 500
Washington DC 20005
(202) 482-9226 (desk)
(b) (6) (cell)
Hi Dana!

Hello from the other side . . . again! Don’t feel bad if you don’t have the time to do so, I know everyone is crazy busy these days!

On a personal note, Talk soon!
Chris

Non-Responsive Record
Thanks! I’m turning this one in as soon as I finalize my notes.

Dan, you’re my favorite! Make sure to let me know before you get out of this crazy
Hi Josh,

I got your message about next week, I hope you enjoy the training. I should have my initial questions to you early next week. Sorry for the delay – things got crazy busy over here this week!

Thanks,
m
Hi Kathy,
I’m sorry for the delay, things are crazy over here. This report looks good but there are some technical corrections. I also have a few final questions for my notes.
Referral to Dept. of State

Nonresponsive records
When you read a construction/development site for fun and your office building shows up:


Pics look crazy! Also: “The renovation's first phase will also more than double the size of the gym, creating a 6K SF fitness center. It will feature a Wellbeats on-demand fitness system allowing users to customize their workouts. The gym will include more open space for dynamic workouts and fewer stationary machines, a recent trend Saunders has seen emerging. Despite its prime location, the building has an orange mansard roof with no access for its office tenants to enjoy the views. The renovation's first phase will change that, creating a 15K SF indoor-outdoor roof deck. The indoor portion will have conference space that can fit up to 140 people, plus a clubroom with table games. The outdoor portion will be landscaped and have seating areas with views of the Washington Monument and overlooking the nearby activity at CityCenter.”
Sir,

I hope all is well. I know it’s a crazy week. Please advise as to who Concert can contact for the site survey.

Nathan,

Ty, the CIO, may be able to point us in the right direction!

Ty Cooper at jtcooper@oge.gov | 202-482-9226.

R/S,
José A. Burgos
Client Solutions Executive – Global Public Sector-Civilian
AT&T Services, Inc.

TEXTING and DRIVING... It Can Wait. Take the pledge today and pass it on
Hey Ty,

This is the second one I've received like this. It uses my email in the copied email, but I didn't send it. Once again, I know Shawn Coughlin, but that is not his email address.

And we don't talk about cats!
Just wanted to let you know about this. I didn't click on anything, except to forward this.

Mark

-----Original Message-----
From: Shawn Coughlin [mailto:ShawnCoughlin@oge.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2017 5:47 PM
To: Mark R.B. Stewart
Subject: Re: some info

Hey friend,

I've been looking for something and I've come across that information, hope it helps you, check it out
http://bit.do/dxycJ

Thx, Shawn Coughlin

From: Mark Stewart [mailto:mstewart@oge.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2017 4:46 PM
To: Shawn Coughlin
Subject: Who is Bill Water?

If you're desperate try feeding him Royal Canin Babycat Instinctive in cans. This is very fattening but my cats go crazy for it so if you're worried about him starving it's an option.

You can try some of the better quality dry foods like Acana or Taste of the Wild.

For your secret weapon try Natures Variety Instinct dry food (any of the non rabbit flavors as the rabbit is sourced from China). I have never seen my cats go crazier for a dry food before so it might get your kitty to eat. However, be prepared for room clearing dumps from your cat. I don't know what is in this food but it comes out of your cat as pure concentrated evil.

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
Thanks for the head’s up. Today has been crazy with nominee reports, so I haven’t yet turned to (b)(5), (b)(6) but it’s good your making progress on it already.
Why are you not doing something about Trump? This travel ban is illegal. DO something about him.

He has to stop tweet ranting.

He has to disclose what countries he does business in and he has to prove to the satisfaction of the people he works for that he is not involved in any way with these businesses.

His wife has to act like a First Lady -- although that is the least of our problems with Trump.

Do something about his lying -- he is in the press saying "The law is very clear that the president has broad powers to keep this country safe...He's utilized that power in a very legal, constitutional manner to ensure that we are safe, our country is safe our institutions are safe. It's somewhat sad to see a judge go rogue like this." YOU MUST speak out against this to the media -- you must start speaking out against Trump in the media!!!! That law is not intended for blocking persons with legal visas from entering our country -- that is not within the spirit of that broad low.

DO SOMETHING ABOUT TRUMP why do you sit idly by while every single day Trump does something dangerously outrageous and then lies about it, twisting the truth to accuse his accusers of what he himself is doing!

The Judge was not the one going rogue -- it was/ is Trump!

I expect you to do something about this lunatic. Take real action. So far you do nothing.
No worries. I know you all are crazy busy. What’s your sense of timing for this? Any chance to knock it out today, or if not today, maybe tomorrow?

Thanks,
Jim
Referral to Treasury

Non-Responsive Records
Thanks, Heather.
There is a bit of a quality issue, it seems. We post these EAs in character recognizable (text searchable) format and the quality of this document was too poor for the text recognition program. Do you think the filer would be willing to send a better quality scanned document? She hasn’t been nominated yet, so there’s no crazy rush just yet.

Let me know.

Jim
Referral to NASA
Oh nice!

(b) (6)

Non-Responsive Records
From: Michael Hanson
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2017 11:18 AM
To: Daniel L. Skalla
Subject: RE: added old CD's to the >6 year view for deletion

The sort is out of whack because the formula for the view has the value sorting as text. If you had more data you’d see that it is sorting by month digits (aabbccccc)

I fixed it by adding a hidden column
Non-Responsive Records

Referral to James Madison Memorial Fellowship Foundation
Wow, that’s crazy. Great news for the FOIA team. Did you end up using the redacted versions I had done for a FOIA request? I told Mike and some other folks about it so they wouldn’t have to duplicate the work. I had redacted like 5 years worth of CDs for a FOIA request.
From: Daniel L. Skalla
Sent: Tuesday, June 20, 2017 12:47 PM
To: Lori Kelly
Subject: Greetings from (b)(6)

(b)(6)
Yeah, my schedule is kind of crazy for the next few weeks. I have an ooo training Tues and Wed. Calling me is fine, my number will be forwarded.
Hi Janice,

I’ve heard back from Dan Skalla, and am writing to confirm that the timber sales would not be reportable transactions on the 278T.

Regarding your pledge question, I will let you know when I receive any additional information.

Thanks – and stay warm today, it is still crazy cold!

Kim
Mike,

(b)(5), (6) - Network info
Mike,

Please add me and Tiffany Fenix as a PRISM requisitioners in ARMPTs. Remove Lori Kelly.

Also, next week, remember to remove Walt from the approval process and insert Shelley in his place.

Also, I’m not sure if I’m doing something wrong or am just a tad crazy but since the update for the TRS, when I approve a PR and return to the main menu that PR doesn’t automatically display like it had in the past. I now have to click the main menu button again and then the F5 button to refresh and then it shows up. Before it just displayed with the PR number. Like I said, maybe it’s just me but I thought I’d mention it if you can take a look since you’ll be in there anyway.

Thank you.

Gil
Hello Shelley,
I’ve made the changes but am not crazy about how it looks.

I like this page best - Non-Responsive Network Info

Would this work for you?